
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 4

County

Response

From a technological perspective, is 

there any concern that your 

jurisdiction will not meet the 

provisions of HB 13-1303, elections 

by mail with Voter Service and 

Polling Centers, and Colorado 

election code through 2013? If so, 

why/what?

From a technological perspective, is 

there any concern that your 

jurisdiction will not meet the 

provisions of HB 13-1303 elections 

by mail with Voter Service and 

Polling Centers, and Colorado 

election code in 2014 or 2015? If so, 

why/what?

What type(s) of devices do you 

intend to utilize at Polling Centers to 

implement the new election model 

as described in HB 13-1303?  

(precinct count optical scanner, 

central count optical scanner, DRE, 

other (please specify)

Have you found technical difficulties 

with your current voting system, in 

implementing any voting model?

*

No No  County will be renting our 

equipment from ES&S.  We will  rent 

the Optical Scanner and the DRE.

Our current equipment is old and we 

are beginning to have minor 

problems with the way it functions.  

That is the main reason I decided to 

rent our equipment. I don’t want to 

purchase any equipment right now if 

we will be going to a uniformed 

voting system.

*

No No We will use DREs and ballot-on-

demand printing.  Paper ballots will 

be counted in a central count model 

at our Elections Facility.

No



*

No No We will have an Accu-vote and a DRE 

set up for those asking for handicap 

accessible machinery.

Not with the Accu-Votes but Yes with 

the DRE’s.  They always have some 

kind of technical issues when we set 

them up.  We have already replaced 

about 4 VBO’s.

*

No No.  It may not be like I want it if I do 

not get all the kinks worked through 

at my desired vote center, but, I can 

always do the election at the 

Courthouse.  The space issue would 

be tight.

Central count optical scanners, DRE, 

JBC, & VBO,  laptop or similar devise 

for SCORE access, telephone.

 


No

*

No concerns now . . . . .might have 

some after the 2013 Coordinated 

Election.

No response provided Optical scanner and DRE No

*

Only real concern is keeping SCORE 

up, and I have very little concern.  In 

addition, back up system has been 

implemented

No, not from a county perspective.  

Making sure SCORE is ready and has 

a tested contingency plan is the 

biggest issue

In the VSPC we will have DRE and 

paper ballots.  Paper ballots will be 

centrally counted

Access to data in our tabulation 

system and flexibility in reporting are 

the biggest issues.  Certifcation and 

the inability to make upgrades in a 

timely fashion continue to impact our 

election systems.  Have one model 

will help.



*

No No Precinct Count Optical counters at 

main office, DRE at each center

No

*

No No Central Count and DREs No

*

No No Hart Intercivic DRE’s and DAU’s 

(disabled access DRE’s) and an eScan 

(precinct count optical scanner) for in-

person voting.  We will use several 

eScans as central count optical 

scanners for mail ballots.

No

*

No   I think that the process is so 

similar to the mail ballot elections 

that we have done in the past that I 

think we will be ok.

No  Since we only have around xxxx 

active voters we are only required to 

have one service center which will be 

our office.  We are considering having 

a second service center if our BOCC 

will agree to fund it.

We will use precinct optical scanners 

and also have a DRE that is Handicap 

Accessible for anyone who would 

wish to use it.

No



*

No No Central count optical scanner and 

DRE

No

*

No No Central count optical scanner, DREs, 

iAPP, ballot on demand (at our 

central office only)

Not really.  There are always things 

that we would possibly prefer to see 

in a different way but we have never 

had an instance where something 

was a ‘show-stopper’.   We would 

prefer to see out iAPP program and 

UOCAVA program expanded to more 

constituencies of voters.  

*

We are trying several things for the 

2013 election and really will not 

know how we do until after 

the election.  We are planning to use 

a strategic plan as to ballot on 

demand and will not have this in 

every one of our VSPCs.  In addition 

we are trying to determine what a 

“flat ballot” is and will probably only 

offer

a mail ballot replacement package or 

use of the DREs in each of the VSPCs.  

We are concerned about ballot 

reconciliation and so will be looking 

at this process as well.

Same as response 1 We use Hart equipment and will have 

the DAUs in the field and will use the 

Hart central Count for 

ALL paper ballots.

Depends on the term “difficulties.”  I 

generally like the Hart equipment.  

We have concerns about the audit 

process and the difficulty with ballot 

creation in addition the general cost 

of operating the system is

expensive.  The system was not 

designed for making reports from 

VSPCs with the ballot on demand 

function.

All areas except cost are caused by 

old technology.



*

None. Reporting will need to be 

reviewed and systems put in place, 

but nothing insurmountable.  

No We’ll have two ballot boxes.  One for 

mail in drop off and one for our mini 

polling place ballot insert, controlled 

by Election Judges making sure 

people getting flat ballots vote them 

and insert them into the correct box.  

It’s difficult to conduct the audit due 

to inability to separate vote totals per 

memory card. System frequently 

crashes.  System is very slow to 

process central count ballots.   

*

No Concern for this year. There are to many questions with 

uniform voting systems up in the air 

to know.

I believe we will have precinct 

scanners and DRE’s.

No

*

No.  We have been out to our 

locations and tested connectivity 

with our laptops.  Each site will allow 

us to hardwire into a good internet 

connection.

No, I believe the BOCC will allow me 

to purchase new laptops and 

probably additional ballot on demand 

printers for use at election day voter 

service polling centers

DRE with HART JBC and VVPAT,  

laptops to connect with SCORE. 

 Will use the central count optical 

scanner or eScans at the courthouse 

to count ballots.

No ballots will be counted at the 

service centers

Only, that we don’t have the HART 

epoll book so using SCORE lets us do 

that with this new model

*

Because of the number of active 

registered voters, I believe that we 

will comply because we fall below the 

threshold of 10,000.

There are five population centers in 

the County and the distance from the 

western most center to the eastern 

most is 48 miles.   Even though we 

are not required to have more than 

one Voter Service and Polling Center, 

I believe that to adequately serve our 

voters, we need to have three VSPCs.  

Therefore, we do not have sufficient 

computers for SCORE and Ballot on 

Demand to print ballots at the VSPCs. 

Same as response 1.  I believe that 

we will be over the threshold in 2014, 

so our compliance will be necessary.

In 2013, we will have a paper (central 

count) ballot on demand and a DRE.  

The VSPC will be in the County Clerk’s 

Office.

Current system is not very portable.  

We have only one ballot on demand 

printer.  There are some necessary 

workarounds in Hart software. 



*

No No Precinct count optical scanner and 

DRE.

None that we are presently aware 

of……however, we’ll know more after 

the 2013 Coordinated Election.

*

No No WE'LL HAVE HART EQUIPMENT 

AVAILABLE BUT ANTICIPATE VOTERS 

WILL VOTE THEIR PAPER BALLOT 

MAILED TO THEM. WE STILL HAND 

COUNT, SO SCANNERS ARE NOT AN 

OPTION UNLESS OUR POPULATION 

SUDDENLY EXPLODES.

No

*

No No We will use precinct count optical 

scanners and DREs.

No

*

No No Central count scanner and DRE No



*

No No DRE No

*

No No DRE, Central Count No

*

No,  County is not concerned about 

implementation of the technical 

aspects of HB 13-1303. We tried out 

a similar model successfully for the 

2012 General and have coordinated 

connectivity at our vote centers for 

several years now. With a few 

tweaks, we can comply with HB 13-

1303. 

No,  County is not concerned about 

implementation of the technical 

aspects of HB 13-1303. We tried out 

a similar model successfully for the 

2012 General and have coordinated 

connectivity at our vote centers for 

several years now. With a few 

tweaks, we can comply with HB 13-

1303 

For 2013,  County plans to offer 

paper in-person  paper ballots that 

we will collect in ballot boxes and 

tabulate with our ES&S Model 650 

central count optical scanner. For 

ADA HAVA compliance, we will have 

an ES&S iVotronic with RTAL printer.  

For 2014, we would like to upgrade 

our VSPCs to BOD printers and an in-

person solution, depending on what 

makes it through Secretary of State 

Certification, pricing, innovation 

(moving away from large, heavy 

pieces of voting equipment to off the 

shelf tablets, for example), and easy 

for voters to use.

The iVotronic uses VVPAT (thermal 

receipt) paper to record how 

someone voted and is the official 

ballot produced by the machine 

according to Colorado law.  Receipt 

tape records each voter’s choices 

sequentially, creating voter secrecy 

challenges when only a few votes are 

recorded on the equipment in a given 

day and a given location. As voters 

are choosing to vote mail ballots and 

now every voter will receive their 

ballot via the mail, we will 

theoretically have fewer and fewer 

voters using the DRE voting 

equipment. Therefore, we would like 

to upgrade to a paper ballot in-

person voting system so that all 

ballots are cast using the medium 

that is not inherently sequential.

We cannot scan our ballots to PDF 

currently and our judges must handle 

paper ballots for the 

Resolve/Duplication board.

We used the Vote Center Pollbook 

during 2010 and experienced 

*

I think we are on track I think we are on track, as long as I 

am allowed to e-mail ballots to my 

UOCAVA voters

I believe our current way of utilizing a 

cental count optical scanner and DRE 

will continue to fulfill requirements

I would like someone to check out 

our DREs and make sure we are 

running latest and most secure 

versions



*

No No Precinct scanner and DRE No

*

We don't anticipate any problems Not at this time Optical scanners & DREs Not to my knowledge

*

No No Central county optical scanner and 

DRE

No

*

No technological concerns At present, we feel we should be able 

to use our current equipment 

without issue.

We will not be using an optical 

scanner at the polling centers.  We 

will bring the ballots back to our 

office for counting purposes.  We will 

have DAU’s and DRE’s in the polling 

centers.

Early to determine this answer.  Once 

we have handled an election we will 

have a better idea.

*

No No DRE and Central County Optical 

Scanner.  I am worried to use our 

vote center scanner in the Polling 

Centers because we may not have 

enough people to vote at one.

I believe most of the people will vote 

by mail.

No



*

No No We will do central count and DRE. No

*
No Concern No DRE No

*

We should have no issue meeting the 

requirements created though HB-

1303 for elections held pursuant Title 

1 C.R.S.

At this time we feel we should have 

no issue meeting the statutory 

requirements created through HB-

1303 for elections held pursuant Title 

1 C.R.S. in 2014 and 2015.

Precinct count optical scanners and 

DREs.

None at this time; we have 

considered the possibility of 

programming an election with 

precinct reporting requirements with 

multiple single District ballot style, 

this model seems untenable using 

out current voting system and SCORE 

in it’s current stage. 

*

No No DRE’s and Ballot Boxes No technical difficulties

*

We believe that County should have 

no problems. 

We believe that our county  should 

not have any problems.

 DRE No

*

No No Central count optical scanner and 

DRE

N/A



*

No No Central count optical scanner, DREs 

at VSPC (only one VSPC is required 

but we will operate two others just 

on Election Day, laptop computers at 

VSPCs.

It will not deal with ranked voting, 

which is an option for our Home Rule 

County Seat.

*

No No DRE No

*

No No DRE and precinct count eScans No

*

No Unable to maintain 24hr surveillance 

on our BOD machine.  

We will have five  to  six  lap tops, 2 

optical scanners , 2 DRE’S at both 

locations and at the main Polling 

center we will have our BOD  

No

*

No No We will use a Central Count Optical 

Scanner and DRE and DAU.  (We will 

have only one Polling Center)

No



*

No No DRE at the Vote Service and Polling 

Centers and central count optical 

scanner to count our mail ballots.

We have had difficulty with 

programming our voter access cards 

for our DRE’s.  We have had to give 

permissions to registry keys.  Getting 

the central count equipment to work 

was a challenge as well.

*

If this is asking from a SCORE 

perspective, perhaps.  Voting 

equipment, no.

ESS/Premier system lacks capability 

to use high speed tabulation scanner, 

this could become problematic into 

the future.

Ballot box collections for mail 

ballot/paper ballot.  DRE Central 

count optical scan will be used only in 

main office counting room.

No, Using Vote Center model since 

2005



Question 5 Question 6 Question 7 Question 8 Question 9

What features, if any, would you 

like to (or must) have in your next 

system, based on shortcomings of 

your current system?

Will you be issuing paper ballots to 

voters that want to vote in person 

at the VSPC or will they be required 

to vote on a DRE? Will you be 

preprinting or printing on demand 

replacement ballots?

If you are issuing paper ballots for in-

person voters at your VSPC, will you 

be using ballot on demand in your 

VSPC?  If so what % of your ballots 

will be printed on demand at the 

time a voter requests a replacement 

or wants to vote in person?

Are you using a hybrid (combination 

of pre-printed and on demand 

ballots) approach to issuing ballots?  

If so, please describe

Have you used ballot on demand at 

a vote center or service center in 

any of your past elections?  If so 

how many elections have you used 

BOD?  Did you also preprint ballots?

My current system works good it’s 

just old.

We will issue paper ballots. The 

ballots will be preprinted.

We will not be using the ballot on 

demand at this time.  We have not 

had the proper training.

No just using pre-printed ballots. We have only used the BOD for the 

mock election and we really had a 

hard time.

I would like to have a paper counting 

device (scanner) that can scan ballots 

printed on regular paper as opposed 

to ballot stock.  This will help 

decrease costs and provide for 

greater efficiency in our operations, 

including decreasing the number of 

ballots we have to duplicate.

We will encourage voters who want 

to vote in person to vote on a DRE.  If 

someone would like a paper ballot, 

we will print a ballot on site for them.

Same as response 6. We are planning on having some 

preprinted ballots available we can 

deploy in case we lose the ability to 

print on demand.

Yes, we used BOD for our provisional 

ballots in 2012.  We did also have 

some preprinted that we did deploy 

to our busier locations when they got 

busy.



I would like to see the DRE’s go away.  

I like the optical count scanner where 

the ballots go as they vote and total 

at the end of the cycle or day.

Yes but we will order then from a 

vendor.  The DRE will also be set up 

for those wishing to use it.

We will be using paper ballots and 

will have a DRE set up for those 

asking.  We will not be using the BOD 

because we never got it to work 

during the mock election.  We talked 

to the vender several times and even 

had our IT involved and could never 

get it to work.

We will not be using the BOD.  It did 

not work.  We tried for two solid 

weeks to get help and load the 

specific programs, data etc and never 

got a ballot to print.  So for this year, 

no, I am buying ballots to issue as we 

have in the past.

No BOD

No NO, never got it to work.

Easier use for judges and training.  

Fewer parts.  Ability to have more 

control of ballot process, if desired, 

and for election night reporting.  A 

direct link to issue and send ballots 

via e-mail from SCORE.

Yes, I will be issuing paper ballots.  I 

would like to print from the BOD.  

Still do not have it mastered ro so it 

in office.

? Probably.  I will order ballots to have 

on hand for issue or replacement. I 

will use the BOD printer if I run out. 

No

The biggest shortcoming of our 

current system is the cost.  Our 

vendor has gouged us on the price of 

everything—printing ballots, 

programming, licensing fees, 

maintenance fees, etc.

The voter will be given a choice of a 

paper ballot or DRE.

No response provided We will use BOD when our supply of 

pre-printed paper ballots is gone.

We used BOD when we ran out of pre-

printed ballots in the 2012 election.

Access to data, more flexibility to 

adapt as laws and rule change.  A 

system that separates out the 

peripheral parts of the system from 

the core tabulation functions in order 

to make updates to peripheral parts 

more timely. 

Paper and DRE for 2013 will use 

ballot on demand. 2014 most likely a 

combination of preprinted and ballot 

on demand

2013 100% will be on demand

2014, not sure yet

2014- We are looking at preprinting 

ballot styles that are common for the 

area in which the center is located 

and printing on demand styles that 

may not get requested as frequently.

Yes, since 2004



N/A Voters who wish to vote in person at 

VSPCs will receive paper ballots, and 

will also have the option to vote on 

DRE.  We will use pre-printed ballots.  

We will monitor inventory and if 

supplemental ballots are needed, 

they will be printed using ballot on 

demand from our main office and 

distributed to sites.

No.  We will only have one ballot on 

demand at our main office for 

printing supplemental ballots if 

preprinted inventory runs low.

Yes.  We will use preprinted ballots 

for all ballots.  The ballot on demand 

printer will be available for UOCAVA 

45-day ballots, ballots needing 

duplication and also to supplement 

inventory at VSPC if we run low.

No.  2013 will be the first year we 

implement ballot on demand 

printers.

The same features that our current 

Hart Ballot Now System has.

We will be issuing ballots that are 

preprinted.

No No No

I would like to see a system that was 

more user friendly to set up and 

administer.

We will offer both options.  We will 

hopefully be able to do Ballot on 

Demand printing, but haven’t worked 

it out yet.

At this point I’m not sure, since we 

haven’t actually set it up yet.

Probably. No

We have to duplicate several ballots 

for different reasons and a system 

that would automate this process 

would be helpful.

We haven’t decided yet we have 

used only DRE for early voting in the 

passed which has been very 

successful for us, but during the odd 

year mail ballot elections we have 

only had the DRE available for 

handicap voters.  If we had a sizeable 

demand for the early voting period I 

think that we would want to use 

DREs.

We would probably use the BOD 

printer,  but we would print out 10 

ballots of each ballot style and then 

print more as they are needed 

instead of printing one ballot at a 

time.

We will be having Heart print out our 

ballots that will be mailed out to all 

our active voters and we will use our 

BOD printer to print out all are 

replacement ballots, ballots for the 

duplication process, our UOCAVA 

ballots and all the ballots of anyone 

who registers after we have sent our 

file off to the vender.

Yes,  We used it for the 2012 General 

Election



Easier and more efficient ballot 

creation templates, more choices in 

COT equipment to work with voting 

system (especially central count 

scanners), capability for back-up 

software without cost of buying 

additional licenses, a seamless and 

efficient process for export/import 

from Score to ballot creation 

software and smaller, more efficient, 

less expensive DRE’s. 

Method of voting will be vote choice 

– paper or DRE

Combination of preprinting and some 

ballot on demand replacement at 

VSPC located at Clerk’s office (we 

only have one ballot on demand and 

it is located at clerk’s office)

At VSPC located at Clerk’s office 

ballot on demand  will be used for 

approximately 10% of in-person 

voting  and replacement.  At other 

VSPC’s in-person and replacement 

will be preprinted stock.

Hybrid – at VSPC located in Clerk’s 

office, there will be a combination of 

preprinted stock and ballot on 

demand for in-person voting and 

replacement.  At other VPSC’s the in-

person and replacement will be all 

pre-printed and DRE.

No

We would prefer a software based 

system that would allow flexibility 

with hardware.  We would also prefer 

a limited definition of a voting system 

to focus on those needs around 

casting, marking, and tabulating 

votes. We have built systems that are 

customized to our needs to track 

productivity, canvassing, auditing, 

etc.  

Voters can vote choose either option:  

on paper or on a DRE.  Our central 

location will have ballot on demand 

printers with stock back-up and our 

other sites will have paper inventory.  

Same as response 6.  Same as response 6. Yes, we have used BOD since 2011 at 

our central location.  We have also 

had pre-printed stock since the 2008 

elections.

Solutions to concerns in “4” As stated above we will issue mail 

ballot replacement packages or vote 

on DRE.

Our current vision is to have ballot on 

demand only in strategic locations.  

The vision was to reduce cost with a 

mail ballot process and yet if we look 

at the total cost of having ballot on 

demand at each of our 12 VSPCs in

2014, it certainly becomes much less 

cost effective.

Same as response 7. Yes – during a “mail ballot election” 

we ran to two service centers in 

addition to our election office. Each 

of the offices had ballot on demand 

and we did not have additional 

preprinted ballots.  Other than 

Election

Day the two additional service 

centers were extremely slow and 

demand was no problem.  We have 

used this process for two years.



More modern, flexible, font options, 

faster, easier to fix mistakes with 

ballot formats, ability to audit more 

reasonably.  

Not sure yet.  Probably require them 

to vote on DRE.  

No, we’ll be using one of our Ballot 

Now laptops hooked up to the printer 

to print ballots.   We’ll probably print 

all paper flat ballots if we go with 

that model.  

Yes, mail ballots will all be pre-

printed.  Flat ballots if we use that 

model will be on demand.  

No

Unknown We will offer paper ballots and will 

be printing on demand for this 

upcoming election. It will depend on 

if we are able to get more BOD 

printers for the 2014 election as to 

how we will handle that election.

Yes, 100% for this years election. No We used the BOD for the 2012 

General in our service center for all 

over the counter and replacement 

ballots. We had preprint ballots for 

our Early Voting and Polling Places.

Epoll book with ability to print ballot 

on demand at all service & polling 

centers

We will be able to issue replacement 

ballots by print on demand at the 

service center in my office and we 

also can print ballots as needed using 

HART Boss and Ballot now.  We will 

have paper ballots at our branch 

office and early voting service center 

as well as the election day service 

centers.  Each site will also have one 

DRE. 

Only at our main office in xxxx.  100% 

after initial mailing.

Yes, at the rest of the VSPC locations.  

Will use pre-printed ballots and will 

use ballot on demand if any style 

runs low.

Yes, at the main office last year for 

the General Election.   Yes we also 

use preprinted ballots.

Portability as far signatures (Ipad 

type devise), more than one ballot on 

demand printer, and more portable 

DRE.

Paper.  At our one location, we will 

be issuing ballots on demand.  If we 

have additional VSPCs with our 

current configuration, we will 

preprinting ballots

Yes, I will be using ballot on demand.  

100 percent.

With one VSPC we will print all on 

demand.  We will print pre-printed 

ballots for emergencies only

Used BOD in early voting in 

November 2012.  We used the BOD 

to print all of our ballots – polling 

place, mail-in ballots, early voting, 

UOCAVA, and emergency ballots.



1.  Weight of machines to be 

transported, handled, etc.  Hart DRE 

is 75 lbs. and much too heavy;  2.  On 

Hart DRE machines, the paper rolls 

are not user friendly, would like to be 

able to provide a paper trail much 

easier; 3.  Hart DRE’s are a royal pain 

to set-up and would be nice to be 

more streamlined and less cords, 

etc.; 4.  Hart EScans are slow and 

something faster would be nice; 5.  

On Hart Escans, one MBB will only 

hold so many (800-900) ballot images 

before we must back-up,reset and 

change MBB’s.  We need something 

that can accommodate more 

ballots/scans, etc..; 6.   

Yes, we will be issuing paper ballots.  

No not reprinting on Ballot on 

Demand.  Will issue from current 

ballot stock, which is much faster and 

ready to utilize.

No, not using Ballot on Demand at 

our VSPC.  0%

No, all ballots will be printed by our 

vendor, Hart Intercivic, and stock 

maintained in our main election 

office.

No

No Paper WE'LL USE WHAT'S ON HAND FIRST 

AND THEN BOD AS NECESSARY.

WE'LL USE WHAT'S ON HAND FIRST 

AND THEN BOD AS NECESSARY.

ONLY FOR UOCAVA & MOCK

We would like to have a more 

affordable central count machine.  

The central count machine offered by 

our current company is too 

expensive.  Therefore, we currently 

use a precinct scanner to count mail 

ballots.   This current method works 

ok, but is slightly inefficient.  

We will offer paper ballots to voters 

wanting to vote in person at the 

VSPC.  This year we do not plan to 

use the BOD, we would like to in the 

future. 

No we do not plan to use the BOD 

system this year.  

No.  We originally planned to do this, 

but our plans have changed.

No

None at this time Lake County will have a DRE available 

as well as replacement ballots at the 

VSPC

Yes, we will use the BOD.  This will be 

the first election using it and I have 

no idea what the % will be.

Yes, the initial printing of the first 

mail ballot will be printed by the 

printer we usually use.  Anything 

after that will be printed as needed 

on the BOD.

No



Lighter weight, less cumbersome, 

easy to audit, cheaper (or at least not 

more expensive).

Voters will vote on a DRE in the VSPC.  

Ballots will be preprinted.

N/A No No

Would like the DRE and the paper to 

be the same machine. 

Paper No not in the VSPC we will have 

ballot there and then run additional if 

necessary. 

Yes, we will have ballots in house and 

then if run short we will be running 

ballots

No

We would like to see VSPC voting 

equipment move from vendor-

centric, large, heavy pieces of voting 

equipment to a software based 

model that can be implemented 

using off-the-shelf hardware, such as 

laptops or tablets that connect to 

BOD printers or marking devices. 

The paper ballot itself should be 

scanned to PDF and tabulated 

simultaneously where our resolution 

and duplication boards can resolve 

ballots on a monitor, rather than 

duplicate them by hand.) or high 

speed central tab that saves ballot 

images and quickly sorts hand review 

ballots.

The Pollbook should be a third party 

Pollbook that connects to SCORE, 

updating at a rotation (every couple 

minutes) to help with the connective 

load. It should not be SCORE’s EV 

module, but a third party vendor who 

can create a user-friendly interface 

for election judges who are using 

tablets and a signature capture 

We will be issuing preprinted paper 

ballots for in-person voters.

For 2013, we will  have a 5% 

preprinted ballot stock inventory 

available. If we need more, we will 

print it on our office  BOD. In 2014, 

we hope to implement BODs at our 

VSPCs, but we will still have 5% 

preprinted ballots (approximate 

4,000) stored our VSPCS as a back up 

measure.

For 2013, we will  have a 5% 

preprinted ballot stock inventory 

available. If we need more, we will 

print it on our office  BOD. In 2014, 

we hope to implement BODs at our 

VSPCs, but we will still have 5% 

preprinted ballots (approximate 

4,000) stored our VSPCS as a back up 

measure.

No. We have had a BOD printer in 

our office for several years but not at 

a vote/service center.

N/A We will have preprinted paper ballots 

to hand out, we are too small to keep 

up with training on the BOD printer

100% preprinted, again, we are too 

small to be fiscally responsible 

traveling to multiple trainings on the 

BOD

NO; Same as response 6 and 7 I used the BOD last year for all 

ballots.  I like the idea, Runbeck was 

terrible and again, keeping up with 

the training is unattainable



Central scanner We will issue paper ballots and we 

will be using BOD

BOD and @ 1% Yes. We are using IVS for ballot 

printing and mailing services and we 

will use BOD for replacements, in 

person and special district property 

owner ballots.

No

Our current optical scanner system 

works beautifully

We will issue replacement ballots and 

have paper ballots on hand for 

people who are new registrants

We will do BOD's but unsure of % Combination initial mailing will be 

from printer. Additional will be BOD 

NO

Greater functionality in ballot 

creation templates, more seamless 

export/import from Score to Ballot 

creation software, larger choice in 

COT equipment that work with voting 

system equipment, i.e.:  central count 

optical scanners, availability to have 

back-up software system without 

buying additional licenses

Method of voting will be voter 

choice:  paper or DRE                 

Replacement ballots will be BOD

In person will be preprinted stock.  

Replacement will be BOD 1%

Hybrid :  In person by preprinted and 

replacement by BOD

No

We will be looking for a faster, more 

robust, and more dependable system 

for mail ballot processes in the 

future.  

They will be given their option if they 

want to vote paper or DRE.  We will 

be preprinting some BOD 

replacement ballots only in the 

Service Center, not in the polling 

centers.

No We will be using a hybrid system.  We 

will be using the BOD for duplicate 

ballots and a backup system.  We are 

planning on using our ballot vendor 

as we have in the past, at least for 

2013 giving us an opportunity to 

explore its capabilities.

No, this will be our first year using 

the BOD.

N/A I think I will use the DRE at the two 

VSPC that we have to have, and will 

issue paper or DRE at my office.  

Again there is a worry of not having 

enough people vote in

Person on the DRE at those VSPC.  

The secrecy of the vote will be in 

jeopardy.

We will use the BOD at the VSPC at 

my office.  We used it for early voting 

and it worked great.  Hopefully I can 

use it for 100%.

If I am thinking right, this does not 

apply.

We used preprinted ballots at the 

vote centers and the BOD at my 

office in 2012.



No response provided Paper Ballots…….. No No No

None Will issue paper or DRE. Printing on 

demand

Yes, 5% No No, used only for  UOVAVA

We are primarily interested in a 

Central Count optical scan system 

capable of using high speed 

commercial off the shelf scanners; 

with an accessible paper ballot 

marking device option available for in 

person voting in VSPCs.

We will issue in person voter at 

VSPCs preprinted paper ballots with 

the option of casting ballots on an 

accessible DRE.

No, we will not be utilizing BOD in 

any of our VSPCs.

Yes, we will utilize preprinted ballot 

stock for Mail ballot, and VSPS ballot 

stock; and BOD for contingency 

printing should it become necessary 

to produce additional stock locally.

No

N/A We will issue paper ballots but voter 

has option to vote on machine.  We 

will choose not to print or reprint 

ballots from the BOD.

No BOD. No we will use pre-printed. No

 County is utilizing HART, and we 

would like easier modification of the 

database (before finalization) for 

errors found in our in-office LAT, etc.   

Believe that some of the issues will 

be resolved with the upgrade to Win 

7. 

In-person voting will be on DREs.  

Voters desiring a paper ballot will be 

issued a mail ballot.  We plan on 

preprinting replacement ballots 

rather than utilizing ballot on 

demand. 

N/A No No.  We have always preprint ballots.   

The BOD was not received in a timely 

manner to utilize in 2012.  We did 

use it in our Mock in July to evaluate 

if we wanted to use it in the 

upcoming 2013 Coordinated.

No response provided We will most likely use both Once we run out of preprinted 

ballots, 100% will be BOD

Yes.  We will have ballots printed, 

when those are exhausted and for in 

person voting and for duplicating 

purposes, ballots will be printed on 

demand

Yes, for one election only.  We also 

preprinted ballots



The programming of the Election and 

ballot design for the third-party or 

BOD printer seems very expensive, 

and the upgrade to to Win 7 from 

Win 2000 also seems very expensive.  

On the other hand, we have had very 

few mechanical issues and the help 

desk has been very responsive.

We have discussed requiring DRE 

voting but are leaning to being able 

to issue paper.  Or perhaps requiring 

DRE at the two remote ED VSPCs 

while enabling paper at the one close 

to the Courthouse and “Election 

Central.”  In any case we are not 

planning on issuing individual “on-

demand” ballots but using the BOD 

printer only for top-up supplies.

Guess I already answered the first 

question above.   I am not sure how 

one would answer the second 

question until we have some 

experience with the new model over 

both odd and even election years.

We will order pre-printed ballots for 

enough for the initial mailing and 

then will BOD print additional 

supplies by ballot style according to 

requests for replacements, late 

registrations, etc.

For the 2012 General we used the 

procedure in Question 8.  BOD 

printing was only done in the 

“Election Central” Courthouse.

Not Really Paper Ballots / Preprinting No No No

High speed optical scanners for mail 

ballot counting

We will offer both paper and DRE.  

We will use preprinted ballots..

Ballots will be preprinted and sent to 

the VSPC

No No

Nothing at this time. They will  have their choice of paper 

or DRE and yes we will have our BOD 

up and running.

We will have our vendor do the bulk 

of the  paper ballots this time for our 

office stock. However maybe an 

estimated 20%. 

No No

No response provided We will offer both.  We will print 

ballots on demand.

We will print ballots on demand.  1%. Yes.  If we have pre-printed ballots 

we will use those first but won’t cut 

short the extra needed for 

replacements.  

No



A high speed central count scanner 

would be ideal.

We will be requiring people to vote 

on the DRE’s at our VSPC’s.  If they 

would like a replacement ballot they 

will be using a combination of 

preprinted or ballot on demand for 

replacement ballots.

N/A N/A We have been using BOD since 2009. 

We primarily use the BOD to 

supplement our ballot order for mail 

ballots.  We have used BOD to issue 

replacement mail in ballots in our 

office.

High speed tabulation scanner       

Accessible machine of some kind

Voter will have option.  Both preprint 

and BOD

100% for voter requesting paper, 

unless BOD is not operational, then 

preprinted paper will be available or 

the DRE

Yes, Same as response 6 & 7 Yes, since 2010, I think   Need to 

check     Yes, also preprinted ballots---

mail ballot packets

 




Question 10

Do you have any concerns or have 

you experienced any difficulties 

with your ballot on demand 

systems?  Any features you would 

like to see added?

Right now I feel like I would be 

setting myself up to fail if I used the 

BOD. We have not had adequate 

training.  

The issues we have aren’t with the 

BOD.  We would like a system that 

can tabulate ballots printed on 

regular paper.



I’m wondering how everyone else got 

theirs to work.  We finally asked 

Runbeck for help and still couldn’t get 

it to work.  Asked for training and 

received no answer.  Very frustrating.

No response provided

We need more training with the 

BOD—AND NOT IN DENVER!!!!!!  We 

need the training in our office or 

locally (within 20-30 miles of our 

office).

Would love to see BOD print faster.  

Would like and automatic link from 

SCORE to all BOD systems, not just 

Runbeck.   



No

No

Yes.  The system was given to us too 

late last year to be able to use it.  We 

didn’t receive a lot of training.  

Runbeck ended up having to come 

out and print our test ballots, which 

were the only ballots that I hadn’t 

already ordered.  We still had some 

issues during our mock election this 

year.

We still need more training on how 

to program our ballots into the 

system.  We had the Vender program 

in for us for the 2012 Election and we 

weren’t very successful for the mock 

election.



No. It would be nice to have 

capability for ballot on demand in 

other VSPC’s without having to 

purchase them.

Some of our concerns with issuing 

paper in SCORE and printing on the 

BOD have been addressed by recent 

development.  There may be some 

reporting capabilities that we would 

like to see enhanced but nothing that 

has caused any issues.  

Training is always an issue.  Using the 

“full blown” Hart Ballot on demand 

user interface is complicated. This 

has required us to use some “work 

arounds.”



not at this point.  

No it works very nicely.

We’d like to be able to print 

information on the ballot stub and 

have not had that training, yet.

No difficulties.  Added feature – the 

ability to set up election and print 

ballots from start to finish without 

support from any other entity or 

vendor.  Also would like to be able to 

purchase a smaller version of the 

BOD in order to make it easier to 

deliver to the VSPC.



N/A.   County is not presently 

utilizing.

MY ONLY EXPERIENCE IS WITH MOCK 

ELECTION

Yes.  We are lacking training, and a 

sufficient manual.  The turn around is 

also concerning as it seems to take a 

long time.  At this point we are not 

comfortable enough with the current 

features to know if we would like any 

to be added.

We used it for the mock election in 

July.  We had no issues once we got it 

set up properly.



Have not used it and may not ever 

use it.

We need additional training and are 

going to attend the SOS training Aug 

28 in Denver.  We need to feel 

comfortable before we can fully use 

BOD only with no additional ballots 

on hand

The scanner for Every One Counts 

UOCAVA ballots did not always 

gather all the ballot choices for the 

voter so we had to duplicate some 

military /overseas ballots on hand 

entirely or duplicate missing races in 

2012.

 I would like to hire an election only 

employee to keep up with training, 

then we could implement the BOD



It was a rough start at the beginning 

of the Mock election, but once we 

were connected things went smooth.  

Are there any security rules being 

developed for BOD?

Have had problems with paper but 

hopefully that has been resolved

We have not used this process in the 

past.  Audit could be a potential 

issue.

We are looking forward to be able to 

use the BOD this year.  

For the mock election, the two 

people at Runbeck were stretched a 

little thin for the support needed.  

We did not receive the programming 

in a timely matter.  If we Have a little 

more practice we may not need an 

enormous amount of support besides 

getting the programming needed.



I do not feel comfortable with the 

BOD system.  I tried to begin the 

process with the mock election and 

there was simply too much 

confusion.  Maybe by 2014, if I can 

knuckle down and figure out how to 

utilize it, but not now.

Set up & more training.

No

The software and laptop machine is 

not user friendly.  Would like more 

detail or picture examples in the 

user’s manual.

Our main concern with BOD is the 

lack of adequate ‘hands-on’ training.   

To utilize in an election, we need to 

be more confident in our 

understanding of the system 

(attending training on Aug 28th in 

Denver).   We also have some 

concern with receiving the ballot file 

from Runbeck in a timely manner for 

our public LAT as other counties have 

stated that they have had delays in 

receiving this information in time for 

their elections.  

None at this time



I don’t know about added.  We had 

delays in getting our formats in both 

the 2012 General and the recent 

Mock.  The instructions for creating 

different purpose ballots for LAT, 

different styles, etc., are somehow 

very difficult to use.   We still need 

more training to be comfortable and 

efficient with the tool.  There are 

counties that have no intention of 

using it because of the amount of 

time other counties are reporting in 

making it work.  I feel it will 

ultimately be a useful part of our 

operation but right now it is still 

taking up a lot of room and time!

We had a lot of problems with the 

BOD during mock election.  Was 

hoping to learn how to use it for 

upcoming elections, however, we had 

to make numerous phone calls due to 

problems loading the file and had 

some good responses, then delayed 

responses ending up with no return 

on our phone calls.  We ended up 

never being able to use BOD so it will 

not be used during the election.

In 2012 we received minimal training 

on BOD, but were able to print 

ballots.  I would like to receive more 

training on the system.

We did not use it at the last election 

so we have not experienced any think 

at this time. We do have concerns 

with Runbeck  being understaffed.

N/A



Being able to get paper from the 

vendor in a General Election if our 

supplies are depleted here in the 

office.  Also, jamming of the printers 

and double feeds of the BOD’s.

Absolutely none.  Best thing since 

sliced bread!!     Provide plenty of 

training.


